
The title of ‘UK’s number one supermarket’ has never been so closely 
contested. As established retailers falter and new competitors thrive, 
all supermarkets are having to work harder if they’re to earn customer 
loyalty and drive all important sales.

For each of the ‘Big Four’ supermarkets this means maintaining low 
prices and delivering a consistent quality of service in store. But it also 
means ensuring they have an infrastructure primed to meet demand 
and support growth, from warehouse to the shop floor.

In 2013 one of these retailers approached Royce Communications 
with a challenge. It wanted to ensure each of its three distribution 
centres had a data communications infrastructure fit to deliver in 
the digital age.

The brief was to design and install a data topology to serve both 
internal and external wireless access points, enabling the client to 
share data, such as vehicular movements or docket sheets, across 
each of the three sites. Crucially, the infrastructure for each site 
needed the capability to handle significant quantities of data and 
operate at high speed to ensure that they were operating as 
efficiently as possible.

THE CHALLENGE
Although each site was different, they presented similar challenges. 
All of the sites were sprawling and encompassed both warehouse and 
office environments that needed to be connected through one common 
infrastructure. 

Due to the size of each site, the scale of the cabling infrastructure required 
for the project was enormous - one site alone had 200 access points, 
meaning our design incorporated in excess of 20,000 metres of copper 
and 6,000 metres of fibre optic cabling.

To further complicate matters, the majority of the cabling required for the 
project was to be installed at high-level – up to 30 metres in some areas – 
creating logistical problems and health and safety concerns.

Perhaps the most significant challenge was avoiding network downtime. As 
this would have a significant impact on the client’s business, Royce had to 
ensure each site stayed live throughout the duration of the project.  

1. Delivering reliable and robust “total
wireless coverage” across 100+ HGV
loading bays, 15 metre high walkways
and the tallest stacking aisles and
chillers. All whilst taking into account
the movements of hundreds of vehicles
each day.

2. Undertaking the roles of Designer
and Principle Contractor and managing
the associated responsibilities and
duties under CDM regulations.

3. Managing the presence of potentially
hazardous materials in certain areas of
the site.

4. Providing the containment for a “data
highway” working at 12-15 metres
height – over 4 kilometres of cable bas-
ket and conduit drops - before installing
a single cable.

5. Avoiding the vast array of electrical
power sources, from florescent lighting
to warehouse door lifting motors,
cooling fans and forklift re-charging
stations.

6. Laying external ducts across the
main site vehicular highways serving
the 24-hour operation.

All requiring considerable health & 
safety considerations, planning and 
management.
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If you have a challenging data cabling project on the horizon, or if you’re simply bogged 
down with an endless series of Moves and Changes - then why not take advantage of a 
free, no obligation project assessment? Visit our website here to book yours.

For more further information contact us on:

www.roycecomms.com
call: 0845 833 1163
email: info@roycecomms.com
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THE SOLUTION
Royce meticulously surveyed each site, with routes recorded on CAD drawings 
and digital photographs for approval. Next, it developed a project installation 
programme, working around operational constraints and establishing an 
efficient communication and reporting process, eliminating the need for 
network downtime.

To manage the size of the sites, Royce installed specialist IP rated zone cabinets 
linked via an extensive fibre optic backbone. This design ensured maximum 
performance and offered the most cost-effective solution.

Regardless of the size of each site, Royce ensured that all necessary buildings 
were connected, even when groundworks were required. On a particularly 
challenging site it worked with project contractors to complete a GPS survey and 
dig that linked out-lying buildings, such as the security gatehouse and temporary 
‘colleague village’, to the core network.

In order to safely install cabling at high-level, Royce deployed powered access 
equipment onsite and external H&S advisors delivered regular tool-box talks and 
off-site training to ensure this machinery was used safely. These sessions also 
helped the entire project workforce stayed focused.

Before each infrastructure went live, total testing was carried out to guarantee 
that the system worked first time, meaning no costly revisits to inaccessible areas 
were required. In conjunction with the site manager, method statements and 
comprehensive risk assessments were also enabled.

Once installation was complete, Royce supplied engineers to help the client’s IT 
team make the best use of the infrastructure, helping position equipment, make 
live work stations and patch services in comms rooms.

THE RESULT
With a faster, more powerful data communications infrastructure in place at each 
of the three distribution centres, the client can now cope with increasing demand 
and operate more efficiently. Greater bandwidth means bottlenecks are a thing of 
the past and the networks can handle thousands of instructions per minute. 

One of the most significant benefits of the new communications networks is that 
the order picking process has dramatically improved. With wireless connectivity 
on the depot floor, workers can now view and manage picking requirements from 
wrist worn devices, eliminating the need for them to return to the office. This ena-
bles users to be more efficient and productive and has a significant impact on the 
performance of each of the distribution centres as a whole. 

In addition to improving current operations, each of the three sites are geared 
for growth and designed to accommodate future picking stations. What’s more, 
they’re completely future-proof for up to five years.

With this firm foundation in place, the client is now prepared to take the fight to 
its competitors.
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